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Playing in a different way

What makes the 
ARTisticcs so very special?
This playground is all over the 
place, with no two play towers 
alike. The ARTisticcs with its 
spectacular design is beckoning 
to be explored even from afar.  
Innovative climbs up and 
down ensure maximal joy in 
movement.

Lovingly designed motives give 
life to the playing elements 
and create space for child-
appropriate creative play.

The ARTisticcs-series is the 
perfect combination of 
playing value, functionality, 
design, and material.

Recycled plastic
• Long-lived
• Shatterproof
• Low-maintenance, etc.

Demanding design
• Love for detail
• High-quality processing
• Sophisticated function

High playing value
• Innovative climbs 
• Movable elements
• Visual incentives

Spectacular roofs
• Eye-catcher with long-distance effect
• A play of light and shadow
• Free view of the sky

Quality from Germany
• Sustainable materials
• More than 25 years of experience
• All-round service

Open build 
• Unhindered playing flow
• Best visibility
• Great feeling of space
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Spectacular roofs
The most striking feature of 
the new product series are the 
impressive roofs that cap the 
play towers.

In contrast to the classical 
roof shapes, the ARTisticcs 
stands out with its open, light-
permeable architecture that 
lets in the sky. This ensures 
a great feeling of space and 
takes children along on 
exciting adventures in airy 
heights.

Spiral roof "Fantasy"
Rotating elements are crowning 
the play tower, creating a different 
depending on perspective.  
Smiling animals welcome playground 
visitors of all age groups.
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NEW IDEAS
Arched roof "Flying animal"
Who is perched on this play tower?  
The flying animal is spanning the play 
tower like a sheltering sail.

Dome roof "Orient"
Softly swinging and rotating shapes have a vivid 
effect and create a dynamic atmosphere. This 
creates an exciting play of light and shadow.

"Welcome"
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Subject
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Moving details
Caster slide with spring charge

For particularly rapid downhill runs:  
More than a thousand casters carry 
the children quickly down across the 

caster slide. Just crazy!

Greater playing value Greater playing value 
through interaction:  through interaction:  
Moving eyes for great effect.Moving eyes for great effect.

Change of mood  
at a moment's notice
What are things looking like for 
dragon "Pepe" today? The slide 
surprises with moving details: 
Turning eyes create different 
moods.

Looks say more...
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Up or down?
A climb with plenty of options: 
Monitor lizard "Lino" is present 
twice – does he want to go up 
or down?

The convex-concave shapes 
make the climb particularly 
diverse. A mix of sustainable 
materials adds a haptic expe-
rience and makes the ramp 
secure to grip and walk on.
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Ramp "Lino"
One with "Lino"
Monitor lizard "Lino" is a helpful chap 
and actively integrated into the game: 
His strong back supports children as 
they climb up and down.  
Without the usual ramp rope, but 
with various gripping and stepping 
options for a better grip.

"Jump on, let's go play!"

Diverse gripping and stepping Diverse gripping and stepping 
options promote body options promote body 
perception and balance.perception and balance.
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Climbing boards

Two in one
Off through the middle or 
straight up: The open build 
was implemented in these 
two playing elements as well. 
They are passage and climb 
in one, ensuring constant 
flow of the game.

Climbing rungs "Curtain"
A look behind the scenes is not all that easy in light 
of the constant movement around the curtain – 
who can pull more strongly?  
The stepping plates with gripping function promote 
motor skills and body feel of the children.

The diagonal The diagonal 
conveys height conveys height 
and motivates and motivates 

children to climb. children to climb. 
The floating sus-The floating sus-
pension permits pension permits 

lateral gripping lateral gripping 
as well.as well.

Climbing wall "Oskar"
The dynamic and asymmetrical shape 
has a vivid appearance and activates 

children's senses. The different 
gripping and stepping options 

send young climbing pros onto a 
challenging expedition.
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Climbing boards

"Hedi & Schu" "Carl & Oskar"

This is where the 
action happens
No one will have to conquer 
these climbs on their own. 
Friendly creatures are mo-
tivating children to go on a 
great climbing experience. 
Characters welcome the 
young mountaineers with 
smiling faces.

Trumpet "Milla" loudly 
spreads a good mood 
and offers best grip on 
steeper playing ele-
ments. 

Ping pong of looks 
The motives interact 
with each other and 
point the way from 

rung to rung.
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Panel elements
Eye-catcher with  
long-distance effect
The lovingly designed motives 
turn every tower system into a 
true jewel. All panel elements 
have vertical openings. This 
keeps the children visible at all 
times yet allows them to feel 
hidden. The airy look creates 
an exciting play of shadows.

The high-quality processing, 
coupled with elaborate de-
sign, creates a plastic effect 
that inspires the senses – 
seeing, sensing, and feeling.
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Gnome "Bommel" "Benno & Carl"
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A well-rounded matter
The hypnosis wheel adds 

a lot of momentum to the 
playground. Its noticeable 

appearance makes it a 
veritable playground 
magnet. You need to 

climb to the top before 
you can move it, though.

Balustrade "Juma"
More than just decoration: How 
many exotic animals can you find 
here? A lion? Or two toucans? Or 
might it be both? 

It's worth taking a closer look here, 
because it's often the small details 
that make the big difference.

"Look how it turns"
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Panel elements

Moving detail:  Moving detail:  
Everyone will want to try it.Everyone will want to try it.
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Balustrade "Luna"
Our motives tell stories that 
inspire imagination. Who is 
following cat "Luna" there? Is 
it the little dragonfly in the 
green?

Gnome "Willi" is looking out 
for new playmates. His high 
vantage point gives him a 
great view of the goings-on 
on the playground.

Go in, look out, hide
The panel elements will turn any tower 

system into an exciting backdrop. This is 
how adventures in the company of exotic 

animals and plants are made.
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Panel elements

Cat "Luna"

Gnome "Willi"

Sand dumper "Flint"
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mit Recycling-Kunststoff

Children’s playground equipment made of recycled plastic

westfalia-spielgeraete.de
+49 5257 98891-0


